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Nepal Earthquake: Hindu Seva, Christian Service and Islamic Dawah. 

 

Earthquake: VHP’s action, aids and assurance Vs Christian Vultures and Muslim Hyenas’ 

movements in Nepal. 

 
Upananda Brahmachari | HENB | New Delhi & Kathmandu | April 30, 2015:: After 

being stranded by the major devastation and loss of life over estimated 10000 people, in 

the April 25 earthquake in Nepal, the international civil society stood beside the Nepali 

victims on humanitarian ground. Both India and China – the two next door neighbor 

also reached to help the distressed people with their genuine efforts, may be with some 

political strategies of  coming closer to Nepal’s internal situations in coming days of 

raising a New Nepal. But the soul harvesters and the peace perpetrators reached Nepal 

with their nefarious business controlled by Churches and Mosques in a very 

condemnable row of humiliation of humanity. 

While, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), the largest Hindu organization of the 

world declared that it would offer extensive support to quake-ravaged Nepal by helping 

to rebuild residential houses, temples and shrines which have been flattened by the 

devastating temblor, the Church and Mosque conspirators reached Nepal with trucks 

packed with ‘Bible’ and ‘Beef Masala Packets’. 

The VHP will also bring orphaned children from the country to India and provide for 

their education and upbringing at its numerous educational institutions spread across 

the country. 



“The VHP will provide free boarding and education to Nepalese kids who have lost their 

parents in the earthquake. We will bring them to our 150 residential schools and 50 

orphanages spread across the country. 

A related video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrdAP5VR7F8 

“Hundreds of thousands of children, deprived of parental care due to similar tragedies 

in the past, have so far been rehabilitated at these institutions and now they are looking 

forward to a good life,” VHP International Working President Pravin Togadia said in 

a statement while on his way to the Himalayan nation. 

“Besides, the VHP will help the people of Nepal in rebuilding their houses so that they 

could start a new life after having endured so much of pain.” 

The VHP will also help restore, to the extent it is possible, the damaged temples, shrines 

and heritage sites for which Nepal is known the world over, he said. 

He also appealed to corporate houses and common people to support the VHP in its 

endeavor. 

The other Hindu Organizations like Bharat Sevasharm Sangha, Ramakrishna Mission, 

Swami Narayan Trust and many others also engaged themselves with their 

wholehearted endeavor as far as possible. 

The Hindu service spearhead Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangha has also joined 

the rescue, relief operations in Nepal. According to RSS, everything are set to help in 

relief and rescue operations in earthquake-hit Nepal with its senior leaders reaching the 

Himalayan nation to chalk out coordination plans. 

The RSS on Sunday said its workers would join rescue efforts once a proper plan is 

chalked out in consultation with the Government of Nepal. 

Sangh joint general secretary Dattatreya Hosbole reached Nepal on 27th April to 

coordinate rescue plan with the RSS’ Nepal counterpart Hindu Swayamsevak Sangha. 

Hindu Janajagruti Samiti is also sending a relief and rehabilitation team in Nepal very 

shortly. In a statement HJS conveyed, Hindu Janajagruti Samiti will be sending a team 

to assist the relief operations in the quake affected areas. We request all the patrons of 

HJS to donate to this noble cause. Your donations will be used to financially help the 

Nepalese NGOs working selflessly in disaster management. You can also get involved in 

relief work directly. 

But, the most embarrassing mews came through Daily Mail under the heading: ‘We did 

not touch the Pakistani aid': Quake-struck Nepal launches inquiry as Pakistan sends 

‘beef masala’ to country where cow slaughter is banned. 

In Daily Mail’s 29th April issue it reports: After experiencing major devastation and 

loss of life in the April 25 earthquake, Nepal was left with an unsavory taste in its mouth 

after receiving packets of ‘beef masala’ as part of the relief package from Pakistan. 
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Since the majority-Hindu country treats cows as sacred and there is a blanket ban on 

slaughtering the animal, the development has the potential to trigger diplomatic 

acrimony between the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (Saarc) 

member countries. 

Indian doctors at Kathmandu’s Bir Hospital told Mail Today that packets of ‘beef 

masala’ were sent by Pakistan on Tuesday as part of relief aid to the temblor survivors. 

These doctors – drawn from Ram Manohar Lohia (RML) Hospital, Safdarjung Hospital 

and All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) — are members of a 34-member 

medical team sent to Nepal for treating the survivors. 

“When we reached the airport to collect the food items from Pakistan, we found packets 

of ready-to-eat meals, including packets of ‘beef masala’. There were other food items 

too,” Dr Balwinder Singh told Mail Today. 

 



Perplexed, the doctors chose to have food from a hotel instead. 

“We did not touch the Pakistani aid,” Dr Singh said. “Most of the local people are not 

aware of the contents. When they understand, they avoid it,” said another doctor on the 

condition of anonymity. 

He added: “Pakistan has hurt Nepal’s religious sentiments by supplying the masala. 

Shockingly, it did not care about the sensitivity of the matter.” 

While this was the Islamic treatment for the Nepali people in crisis, the Soul harvesters 

are not in behind. 

The Sankhnaad reports (26/04/2015): Nepal earthquake tragedy exposes Soul 

Vultures. They are just ‘preying upon souls’. 

 

“The earthquake hit Nepal (and parts of Northern & Eastern India) yesterday at 11 and 

then past 12. The Government of India convened an emergency meet at 3pm, the entire 

rescue and disaster relief convoys were ready by evening and were dispatched within an 

hour of this meeting. Rescue operations were on full swing by 6 in the evening. As a 

matter of fact, first batch of rescuers started arriving before midnight, thankful to the 

disaster management teams for their swift action. However, more swift than any 

government, were the soul harvesters, rejoicing at the opportunity to take Jesus to the 

unreached. Sources say, most of the ‘western’ civilians stuck in the Nepal Earthquake 

are evangelists who went there for conversion. Nothing surprising there as the third 

world provides plenty of ripe opportunities for the same. This is the tweet by His 

holiness, the pope last month.” 

 

The organ Sankhnaad highlighted the matter as – “Christian evangelical organizations 

work for conversion, not charity, suggested Sarsanghchalak Mohan Bhagvat in what 

became a raging controversy. He stands vindicated time and again with the acts of Soul 

Harvesters feasting upon the heathens with their book and their bigotry, the latest of 

which can be seen post Nepal disaster these days.” 

The India TV revealed the mockery of the Christian Missionary activities after Nepal 

Earthquake under the headline:  Xhristian Missionaries sent Bible as Relief in Nepal. 
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But, it’s related link in http://www.indiatvnews.com/news/world/nepal-quake-bible-

missionaries-24168.html is now missing from the internet under the pressure of Vatican 

lobby. 

As a repercussion Nepal Prime Minister Sushil Koirala conveyed, “We cannot eat 

Bibles. We cannot use them as shovels. Nepal desperately needs food and medicine and 

equipment and workers not best-seller books. If you are praying for Nepal, we thank 

you. It is not a surprise to see the evangelical vultures are playing with the life of the 

people in distress. This is what they do everywhere when people are suffering.” 
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We pray to God to recover the good senses for these evil religious preachers coming out 

from the Mosques and Churches. This is the time for save the human beings in crisis in 

Nepal. We have to protect the Nature, all living beings and heritage in Nepal. This can’t 

be a religious game of play. Hindu ethos of Service do not believe in discrimination nor 

any hidden agenda of tricks of religious propaganda. 

Please come to Nepal to rebuild it by not disturbing its age old culture and Heritage in the 

land Lord Pashupatinath and Lord Buddha. We love Nepal. Make generous help to Nepal. 

Be a meaningful hope for new rising Nepal. 
 


